
Mijas - Villa

2 900 000 €
 (EUR €)

7
Bedrooms Garage

671
Area (m²)

5221
Land Area (m²) Swimming Pool

An extensive and flexible piece of Real Estate in Campo de Mijas/ El Coto.

The Property Has Over 5000mtr2 with an option for an extra 2000 mtr2 adjacent plot ( negotiable 
circa €215,000 )

There are multiple buildings on the plot.
It has entrances for vehicles fro both sides in Campo de Mijas and El Coto.

The El Coto entrance leads to the first building, this is constructed but an unfinished independent 2 
bedroom single floor house, all services are connected.

From Campo de Mijas another Entrance with electric gates enters the property.
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There is also a garage entered from street level The Garage is 24mtr2
Below this is a studio apartment which is under reformation at this time it 28 mtr2 constructed and 
has a shower /WC and studio with kitchenette.
Attached is a covered carport/parking for 1 car.

Set slightly away ( 30 mtrs ) in the Trees is the Garden House, This garden room could be converted 
to another studio apartment it has First fit toilet/bathroom facilities with water and electricity 
connected.

The main House is extensive with many rooms apartments and entrances.
The layout lends itself to having independent bedrooms/apartments/suites with private entrances
ideal as a hotel/guest house B&B or could just be used as a large family/extended family home.

The main entrance to the house is an antique double door originally it is claimed from a monastery.
This leads onto a landing with office/study/bedroom off it.

A sweeping Floating stairway leads down to an open plan rustic style Lounge / Dining room This has 
feature stone walls and chimney in the double height vaulted ceiling room.
Patio doors lead out to the lower covered patio which is poolside and is surrounded by uncovered 
patios.

The lounge leads through to the rustic style andalucian kitchen this comes fully fitted.
Off this is a bodega/pantry and a substantial laundry room with a further storeroom, This is big 
enough to create a separate apartment with kitchenette and bathroom. Doors lead out to the 
poolside patio. So it can be independent. A stair way leads up to another entrance door, This is the 
entrance normally used by the owners, saving the impressive entrance for visiting guests.
There is also another door to the office study and a WC.
Leading outside another exit leads to a mezzanine patio area, this has 2 independent double 
bedrooms with bathrooms these have separate entrances to the side, leading to the driveway and 
the Pool area.

Back down to the main lounge. Leading off it opposite direction to the kitchen is the Master bedroom.
This is substantial in size with wooden flooring.
Walk in Wardrobes dressing room.
Very large En Suite Bathroom with Jacuzzi bath and shower facilities.
This bedroom has air-conditioning and patio doors out to the gardens

Leading up from the master suite is an independent stairway, this leads to 2 further bedrooms and 
bathrooms, These can also be accessed by their own doors onto the upper patio area so can be 
totally independent to the house or use the master bedroom as a lounge/kitchen and create a 2 
bedroom suite.

Under the house is a large cellar store room.

It is very difficult to explain the layout and the potential for various ways of using the house.
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It must be toured to understand it.

The grounds are very large for this location, close to all the amenities with shops and bars within 
walking distance.
The gardens are mature and planted with trees offering sunshine and shade at all times of the day.
There are lawn areas area to grow vegetables etc.
The total size is 5221 mtr2 there is also an option to purchase a further 2000 mtr2.

The extra buildings in the Garden all nee to have renovation works to create the extra houses.
The structure and main buildings are done, mainly internal work is required.

This has the potential for at least 5 mor bedrooms and 3 bathrooms in addition to whats advertised.

The alternative is Purchase and demolition for a developer with the possibility subject to planning 
permission to build multiple building/houses possible 5 or 6 Villas or more town houses.

This property must be viewed to understand it.

We have many more photographs please contact us for the photograph file as there are to many to 
feature on a website.

Viewing by appointment only.

Property Features
• Pool

• Garage

• Security alarm

• Garden

• Furnished
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